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Abstract 
Doppler ultrasound measurements of the peak systolic velocity of the middle cerebral artery 

(MCA) can be used to non-invasively diagnose fetal anemia but are less precise following fetal 

blood transfusion and in late gestation. We have previously demonstrated the feasibility of 

estimating fetal hematocrit in vitro using MRI relaxation times. The objective of this thesis is to 

report the use of MRI as a non-invasive tool to accurately detect fetal anemia in vivo. MRI-

estimated hematocrit of the umbilical vein of fetuses undergoing fetal blood sampling or 

transfusion was compared against MCA Doppler and fetal blood sampling measurements. 

Excellent correlation and low systematic bias were found between MRI and laboratory 

measurements. MRI had higher specificity than MCA Doppler for detecting fetal anemia. Our 

results suggest there may be a role for fetal MRI as an adjunct to ultrasound in fetuses with 

suspected anemia, particularly following previous transfusion and in late gestation.  
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 Introduction 
Fetal anemia is an uncommon pregnancy complication characterized by a low hematocrit or 

hemoglobin level. When moderate-to-severe, it may result in widespread tissue hypoxia, leading 

to hydrops fetalis and ultimately fetal demise.1 Red blood cell alloimmunization is the most 

common cause of fetal anemia.2 Commonly reported non-immune causes include alpha-

thalassemia and parvovirus infection. The modern treatment for severe fetal anemia – 

ultrasound-guided intrauterine blood transfusion (IUT) - is associated with a survival rate of over 

90% in non-hydropic fetuses.3 While only 10% of affected pregnancies requires transfusion, the 

remaining 90% with less severe anemia will require regular monitoring. Follow-up post-

transfusion is also crucial for determining the timing of subsequent transfusions, as fetal anemia 

usually recurs. Fetal blood sampling is the gold-standard diagnostic test for fetal anemia but is 

associated with risks of significant complications, including a fetal loss rate of 1-2%.4 The 

measurement of peak systolic velocity in the middle cerebral artery (MCA-PSV) measured by 

Doppler ultrasound has proven to be a reliable screening test for fetal anemia.3 However, recent 

studies have shown that MCA-PSV Doppler becomes less accurate after blood transfusions and 

in later gestations, thus highlighting the need for a complimentary diagnostic tool for fetal 

anemia.5–9  

This first chapter is divided into two parts. A general overview of fetal anemia will be presented 

in Section 1.1, including the definition, pathophysiology (Section 1.1.1) and common causes of 

fetal anemia (Section 1.1.2). This is followed by an account of the diagnosis, treatment and 

management of affected pregnancies (Section 1.1.3). In the second part, the main methodology 

used in this study – magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) – will be described (Section 1.2). This 

section will start with an introduction of the basic physics theory behind MRI relaxometry 

(Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2), characterize the relationship between MRI relaxation times and blood 

properties (Section 1.2.3), and finally describe how hematocrit can be estimated non-invasively 

using MRI relaxometry (Section 1.2.4). 
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1.1 Fetal Anemia 

1.1.1 General Introduction 

According to the Society of Maternal-Fetal Medicine Clinical Guidelines, fetal anemia can be 

defined as “a hemoglobin value of more than 2 SD below the mean”.2 Fetal hemoglobin and 

hematocrit levels are not constant over the course of pregnancy. Hemoglobin concentration 

increases from 14 g/dl at 22 weeks of gestation to 17 g/dL at 40 weeks, while hematocrit 

similarly increases from 40% to 53%.10 To account for this change in hemoglobin, reference 

ranges are expressed either as deviation from the mean or as multiples of the median for 

gestational age (Table 1).11 These criteria are relatively arbitrary with the intention to identify 

fetal anemia before the development of hydrops. In clinical care, a hematocrit level of < 30% is 

also used as an indicator of the presence of fetal anemia.2  

Fetal animal and human studies have investigated the hemodynamic and metabolic consequences 

of fetal anemia. Oxygen delivery is the product of blood flow or cardiac output and arterial 

oxygen content, both of which are affected by hematocrit.12 Arterial oxygen content increases 

with hematocrit while blood flow is inversely related to the change in hematocrit through 

changes in blood viscosity, which therefore makes it difficult to predict the effect of low 

hematocrit on oxygen delivery. Animal studies have shown that the overall oxygen delivery and 

consumption are decreased in anemia.12,13 To compensate for the impaired tissue oxygenation, 

cardiac output increases either through an increase in heart rate or stoke volume or both in 

moderate-to-severe anemia, with a slight decrease in mean arterial pressure.13,14–16 The 

augmented workload of the growing heart leads to cardiac hypertrophy and expansion of 

coronary vasculature, and eventually to cardiac decompensation in chronic severe anemia in 

keeping with the Frank-Starling law of cardiac functional reserve.17,18  

Flow resistance, the ratio of blood pressure and flow, is affected by both blood viscosity and 

vascular hindrance.12 Vascular hindrance describes the contribution of vascular geometry to 

vascular resistance and is inversely related to the radius of the vessels such that 

𝑅 = 	1 𝑟&'  
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where R is resistance and r is the radius of the vessel. The decrease in blood viscosity resulting 

from a drop in hemoglobin concentration results in lower resistance overall, which in turn 

contributes to the increase in blood flow velocity and cardiac output. Redistribution of blood 

flow to the more important organs, specifically heart and brain, has been observed in anemic 

animals, which is believed to be related to variation in the arteriolar smooth muscle response to 

circulating catecholamines in the different compartments of the fetal circulation.12,14 

Symmetrical myocardial hypertrophy has been found in chronic anemic sheep and human 

fetuses, which might be the result of increased cardiac workload to maintain oxygen delivery.14,18 

In combination with the dilation of arterioles and increased permeability of the small vessels, 

these factors are thought to lead to increased venous and capillary hydrostatic pressure and the 

development of hydrops fetalis. Fetal anemia and hemolysis also stimulates the extramedullary 

erythropoiesis in the liver and spleen, resulting in the enlargement of these two organs.19,20 

Enhanced reticulocytosis is often found in anemic fetuses as bone marrow also attempts to rescue 

the low red blood cell mass.21 

 

Table 1. Classification of the severity of fetal anemia.  

   Severity  

Definition Reference Mild Moderate Severe 

Hb deviation from GA mean Nicolaides et al.22 < 2 g/dl 2-7 g/dl > 7 g/dl 

Hb expressed as MoM Mari et al.3 0.65 – 0.84 0.55 – 0.65 < 0.55 

Hematocrit Moise Jr and Argoti23  < 30% 

Hb: hemoglobin GA: gestational age; MoM: multiples of the median. Reproduced with 

permission from Abbasi et al. 201711  
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1.1.2 Causes of Fetal Anemia 

The etiologies of fetal anemia are listed in Table 2, including immune-related, infectious, genetic 

and other pathological conditions. Here we will focus on the common etiologies, which are also 

the causes of anemia in the participants of our study.  

Red blood cell alloimmunization 

The most prevalent cause of fetal anemia is red blood cell (RBC) alloimmunization. According 

to a retrospective study of 552 affected pregnancies, the incidence of RBC alloimmunization is 

0.36% in the current Canadian population.24 Historically RhD sensitization has been the 

predominant type, although recent studies have shown that the incidence of RhD-positive 

pregnancies has declined, with the highest now being RhE. This change is likely to be related to 

the successful treatment of RhD-sensitized pregnancies by intravascular immunoglobulin (IVIG) 

prophylaxis (see section 1.1.3.2) 25. Nevertheless, RhD remains the antibody most commonly 

associated with the most severe cases of fetal and neonatal anemia resulting from RBC 

alloimmunization.24 

The pathogenesis of fetal anemia due to RBC alloimmunization involves hemolysis of fetal red 

blood cells by maternal antibodies.26 The placenta acts as a barrier preventing the passage of fetal 

blood cells into the maternal circulation. However, fetal red blood cells do come into contact 

with the maternal immune system in the setting of fetal-maternal hemorrhage during labour or as 

a result of placental abruption. Small numbers of fetal red blood cells also cross the placenta into 

the maternal circulation spontaneously during normal pregnancy. The rate of spontaneous fetal 

maternal hemorrhage increases with advanced gestations: 12% in the second trimester and 45% 

in the third trimester.27 Incompatible fetal red blood cells activate the formation of maternal 

immunoglobin G (IgG) antibodies against the fetal antigen.26 Maternal IgG antibodies can then 

pass through placenta into the fetal circulation, bind to the fetal red blood cell antigens and mark 

them for destruction by the fetal immune system, thus causing hemolytic disease of the fetus and 

newborn and thus anemia.  

A flow diagram (Figure 1) describes an approach to the prenatal management of pregnancies 

with RBC alloimmunization.2 During the first pregnancy of women with RhD (-) blood type, 

indirect Coombs tests are performed every four weeks to detect maternal antibodies.28 The 
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indirect Coombs test is a measure of the maternal antibody titer. If the titer exceeds a critical 

threshold, which differs depending on the type of alloimmunization and the type of laboratory 

testing system used, the paternal genotype is then tested.2 Further testing by cell free fetal DNA 

(cffDNA) or amniocentesis is ordered if heterozygosity for the rhesus factor or unknown 

genotype is found. Meta-analysis studies have demonstrated high accuracy (> 90%) of cffDNA 

test for RhD, RhC/c, RhE/e and Kell sensitization.29 Upon confirmation of fetal antigen or 

homozygous paternal genotype, or those with previously affected pregnancies, routine MCA-

PSV Doppler is performed at least once per week.2  

Parvovirus infection 

Parvovirus infection, in particular parvovirus B19, is the major non-immune cause of fetal 

anemia. The incidence rate of primary infection in pregnant women is low (1 - 5%) with a 

vertical transplacental transmission rate of 24 - 33%.30 In addition to the anemia, other adverse 

outcomes in infected fetuses include profound hydrops fetalis, myocarditis associated with 

cardiac failure, cardiomegaly, thrombocytopenia and fetal demise.30,31 The incidence rate of 

hydrops in these fetuses is only 2.9%, while 15 - 20% of all non-immune cases of hydrops are 

caused by parvovirus B19 infection. 

Parvovirus B19 infection triggers fetal anemia by inhibiting hepatic erythropoiesis.31 B19 is 

comprised by a linear, single-stranded DNA and two protein molecules. Like other DNA viruses, 

B19 infects human cells by an initial binding to the host cell receptors, followed by 

internalization and replication in the cell nucleus, and finally release of virions via cell lysis.30 

The receptor for B19 is the blood group P antigen. Although P antigen is expressed in various 

locations (e.g. endothelial cells and fetal myocytes), the infection occurs exclusively in the 

erythroid progenitor cells in the fetal liver. The peak incidence occurs in the second trimester 

when hepatic erythropoiesis is most prominent (Figure 2).28,30,31 The shorter life span of fetal 

erythrocytes and the immaturity of the fetal immune response during this time period render the 

fetus more susceptible to infection. 

Diagnosis of primary B19 infection involves the detection of maternal immunoglobin production 

in response to infection.31 Parvovirus B19 specific immunoglobin M (IgM) is produced 7-14 

days post-infection and IgG 14 days post-infection. IgM can be detected up to 6 months post-
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infection while IgG persists for life-long immunity protection. Infection in fetuses is confirmed 

by detecting B19 DNA in the amniotic fluid or fetal blood.  

Alpha-thalassemia  

Alpha-thalassemia is an inherited disorder with reduced or absent a-globin chains due to 

mutation or deletion of one or more a-globin genes.32 There are four a-globin genes in the 

human. Normal fetal hemoglobin (HbF) is composed of two a- and two g-globin chains (a2g2) 

whereas adult hemoglobin (HbA) has two a- and two b-globin chains (a2b2). Inactivation or 

deletion of one or two a-globin genes has little or no effect on a-globin chain synthesis and is 

usually asymptomatic. However, if three or all a-globin genes are affected, treatment is usually 

required. Deletion or mutation of three a-globin genes, referred to as the Hb H disease, causes 

moderate anemia with microcytic and hypochromic red blood cells. Hb H usually affects 

individuals in adult life as the excessive production of b-globin chains results in the formation of 

b4 tetramer. Alpha-thalassemia major, or Hb Bart’s alpha-thalassemia is the condition when all 

four a-globin genes are lacking, leading to the production of hemoglobin Bart’s (g4 tetramer) 

instead of HbF starting at 8 weeks of gestation (Figure 2). The majority of affected fetuses 

develop hydrops fetalis and die during pregnancy or shortly after birth. Other fetal complications 

include cardiomegaly, intrauterine growth restriction and limb defects.11  

The rigidity of b4 and g4 tetramers and their stable cell membrane make it difficult for the red 

blood cells to pass through the microvasculature and also promote erythrophagocytosis, making 

hemolysis the major mechanism of fetal anemia in alpha-thalassemia.32 The high oxygen affinity 

of the two tetramers significantly reduces oxygen delivery to the tissues. As a result, reduced 

oxygen delivery occurs in Bart’s alpha-thalassemia with less reductions in hemoglobin 

concentration compared with anemia secondary to RBC alloimmunization.  

Prenatal diagnosis of alpha-thalassemia can be achieved through chronic villi sampling or 

amniocentesis for DNA testing after 9 and 16 weeks of gestation respectively.11 However, both 

procedures are related to a risk of fetal loss of about 1%. The diagnosis may be suspected 

through ultrasound examinations of the cardiothoracic ratio, which is an indicator of 

cardiomegaly, placental thickness, and hydrops. Genetic counselling in parents known with a-

globin gene defects is highly recommended.32  
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Twin-to-twin transfusion/Twin anemia polycythemia sequence 

Twin-to-twin transfusion (TTTS) is a chronic condition occurring in monochorionic diamniotic 

(MCDA) twins that is characterized by oligohydramnios in one twin and polyhydramnios in the 

other.33 A few tiny, mostly unidirectional arteriovenous anastomoses in the shared placenta lead 

to the transfer of blood between the two twins. Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) is a 

special form of TTTS, which was first described in 2007.34 In TAPS, the donor twin becomes 

anemic and the recipient twin becomes polycythemic. TAPS occurs spontaneously in every 3-5% 

MCDA pregnancies.33 The treatment for TTTS – laser ablation – can be associated with the 

development of TAPS in 2-13% due to incomplete ablation of the anastomoses. In the latter 

form, the former recipient usually becomes the new donor, and the ex-donor becomes the new 

recipient.  

Several prenatal and postnatal diagnostic parameters have been suggested for TAPS, however, 

no uniform criteria have yet been agreed on.33 Various guidelines have been proposed for 

prenatal screening of TAPS.35 A case control study comparing 19 pairs of TAPS twins and 38 

control twins showed no significant difference in the neonatal mortality and morbidity rate 

between the two groups.36 TAPS pregnancies are treated with intrauterine blood transfusion for 

the anemic twin in combination with partial exchange transfusion for the polycythemic cotwin.33 

Spontaneous resolution may occur due to thrombosis of the arteriovenous anastomoses. 

Tumors 

Fetal anemia cases may occur secondary to placental chorioangiomas or hepatic hemangiomas, 

which are benign tumors of the placenta and liver, respectively.37,38 The exact pathophysiology 

of anemia is unclear; however, the most common theories are feto-maternal hemorrhage and 

microangiopathic hemolytic anemia.38,39 In both types of malformation, pregnancies with small 

tumors do not generally require clinical interventions, whereas large (diameter > 4-5 cm) tumors 

may result in fetal anemia, high-output cardiac failure, non-immune hydrops and fetal demise.  
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Table 2. Summary of the causes of fetal anemia. 

Classification Causes 

Immune  

    RBC alloimmunization* Rh blood group (D, c, C, e, E) *, Kell*, Duffy (Fya)*, 

  Kidd (Jka, Jkb)* or any IgM RBC antibody* 

Non-immune  

    Congenital infection* Parvovirus B19*, CMV, toxoplasmosis, syphilis 

    Inherited anemias* Hemoglobinopathies (e.g. a-thalassemia major*), 

  RBC membrane or enzyme disorders (e.g. G6PD 

  deficiency, pyruvate 

  kinase deficiency)  

    Bone-marrow disorders Fanconi anemia, Diamond-Blackfan anemia 

    Hematopoietic malignancies Congenital leukemia, transient myeloproliferative 

  disorder 

Fetal or placental tumors, vascular 

    malformations, other placental 

    pathology* 

Sacrococcygeal teratoma*, liver hemangioma, 

  hepatoblastoma, diffuse neonatal 

  hemangiomatosis, placental chorangioma*, fetal or 

  placental arteriovenous malformations, placental 

  mesenchymal dysplasia 

    Fetomaternal hemorrhage* Placental abruption*, trauma* 

    Rare genetic disorders Lysosomal storage disorders (e.g. Niemann-Pick, 

  Gaucher disease, mucopolysaccharidosis), 

  neonatal hemochromatosis 

Complications of monochorionic 

    placentation* 

TAPS*, cotwin demise* 

*Potential candidates for intrauterine transfusion (IUT). CMV, cytomegalovirus; G6PD, glucose-

6 phosphate dehydrogenase; IgM, immunoglobin; RBC, red blood cell, Rh, Rhesus; TAPS, twin 

anemia-polycythemia sequence. Table adapted with permission from Abbasi et al. 201711  
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MCA-PSV: middle cerebral artery peak systolic velocity. Figure adapted with permission from 

Mari et al. 2015.2  

 

Figure 1. Algorithm for management of fetal anemia secondary to red blood cell 

alloimmunization. 
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The predominant hemoglobin subunit during gestation is the g-globin subunit synthesized by the 

liver starting from the second trimester. Synthesis of b-globin by the bone marrow increased 

exponentially in late gestation. Reprinted with permission from Copyright Cold Spring Harbor 

Laboratory Press, 2013.40  

 

1.1.3 History of Fetal Therapy and Management 

Although uncommon, potentially serious health consequences including fetal loss can occur if 

fetal anemia is not effectively diagnosed and treated in-utero. Given the dramatic reduction in 

the survival rate of anemic fetuses following the development of hydrops, the goal of managing 

the anemic fetuses is to identify and treat the fetuses in need of IUT treatment before the onset of 

hydrops.   

 

1.1.3.1 Diagnosis of Fetal Anemia 

1.1.3.1.1 Fetal blood sampling 

The gold-standard technique used to diagnose fetal anemia is cordocentesis, also known as fetal 

blood sampling, which is the direct measurement of fetal hemoglobin or hematocrit level from 

Figure 2. Synthesis of b-like hemoglobin subunits throughout gestation and in early 

infancy. 
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the umbilical cord.2 Since its first description in 1979 by Rodeck and Campbell, fetal blood 

sampling has been used in clinic for various purposes.4,41 In suspected fetal anemia, one to two 

ml of fetal blood is drawn and analyzed using standard laboratory or bedside hematology assays 

for pre- and post-transfusion hemoglobin concentrations. Cordocentesis is also currently the only 

way to diagnosis alloimmune thrombocytopenia, a condition in which the fetus has lower than 

normal platelets count.  

Invasive fetal blood sampling is associated with procedure-related complications, the most 

common ones being bleeding from injection site (20 - 30%) and bradycardia (5 - 10%).4 Other 

complications include infection, premature membrane rupture, abruption, preterm delivery, feto-

maternal bleeding, and even worsening of anemia. Procedure-related fetal loss has an incidence 

rate of 1 – 2%, which is exacerbated with the presence of structural abnormalities and hydrops 

fetalis.  

 

1.1.3.1.2 Amniocentesis 

Amniocentesis involves the percutaneous sampling of amniotic fluid. The fluid obtained can then 

undergo spectrophotometric measurement to determine the concentration of bilirubin, which is 

proportional to the severity of fetal anemia secondary to alloimmunization. Liley was the first to 

report the use of amniocentesis for indirectly diagnosing fetal anemia in 1961.42 This approach 

exploits the increase in fetal bilirubin and fetal excretion into amniotic fluid that results from 

fetal hemolysis due to red blood cell alloimmunization. The bilirubin level is estimated by 

measuring its absorbance at an optical density of 450 mm. The “Liley Chart” divides the 

absorbance level into three zones corresponding to the degree of hemolysis, where a 

measurement falling in Zone III indicates a requirement for immediate treatment, either by blood 

transfusion or delivery. However, the accuracy of the Liley Chart is limited under 27 weeks of 

gestation.28 Queeran et al used their empirical data from fetuses studied between 14 and 40 

weeks of gestation to produce an alternative chart and divided the values into four zones.43 

Studies comparing the two methods reveal conflicting results.44,45 Furthermore, because of the 

nature of this method, it is only applicable in hemolytic anemia.21 The risk associated with 

amniocentesis are membrane rupture, infection, feto-maternal hemorrhage (about 2.3 - 7%) and 

increasing severity of fetal anemia.28,29 The procedure-related fetal loss rate is about 0.5 - 1%.29  
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In the latter part of the 20th century, amniocentesis was the major diagnostic tool for suspected 

fetal anemia. However, a multicenter study in 2006 comparing the accuracy of amniocentesis 

against MCA-PSV Doppler, led to a shift in clinical practice such that the vast majority of 

institutions have now abandoned amniocentesis and adopted MCA-PSV Doppler for screening 

fetal anemia.46 

 

1.1.3.1.3 Doppler Measurements of the Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) 

Since the 1980s, researchers have looked for a non-invasive tool to manage and diagnose fetal 

anemia, thus avoiding the risks of amniocentesis. Ultrasound examinations of multiple fetal 

anatomical features, including umbilical vein diameter, head and abdominal circumferences, 

placental thickness, and Doppler measurements of the mean aortic blood flow velocity and blood 

flow in the umbilical vein either failed to show correlation with the severity of fetal anemia or 

had disappointing diagnostic accuracy.47–50 The measurements of splenic and liver size and 

middle cerebral artery blood velocity showed more promising results.11,20 Mari et al was the first 

to perform a multi-centre prospective study on 111 anemic fetuses with RBC alloimmunization 

and 265 control pregnancies to examine the correlation between MCA-PSV Doppler and the 

severity of fetal anemia.3 The high sensitivity (100%) and relatively low false positive rate (12%) 

supported the use of MCA-PSV Doppler as a diagnostic tool for the screening of moderate-to-

severe fetal anemia using 1.5 multiples of the median as the threshold. Multiples of the median, 

defined as the measured value divided by the expected value of the gestational age, corrects for 

the change of MCA-PSV throughout gestation. A small study with 16 pregnancies with RBC 

alloimmunization indicated the superiority of Doppler measurements over the perimeter of the 

spleen and liver in predicting fetal anemia.20 Based on these and subsequent  studies17,51–54, either 

fetal blood sampling or induced labor will be offered when MCA-PSV Doppler is higher than the 

predetermined threshold or has an increasing trend (Figure 3). An example of a Doppler 

measurement of MCA-PSV is shown in Figure 4. 

The diagnosis of fetal anemia based on MCA-PSV Doppler is supported by the evidence that the 

blood velocity in anemic fetuses increases as a result of lower blood viscosity and higher cardiac 

output.55 The middle cerebral artery has been adopted, because it is readily identified and 
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interrogated in a reproducible way and because it is highly sensitive to changes in cerebral 

hemodynamics. 

Many studies have evaluated the accuracy of MCA-PSV Doppler in diagnosing fetal anemia due 

to red blood cell alloimmunization. A review paper grouped the available literature published 

between 2000 and 2008 to determine the most appropriate criteria for the diagnosis of severe 

fetal anemia based on MCA-PSV cut-off values.56 Using a cut-off of 1.5 multiples of the median, 

the pooled sensitivity of the MCA Doppler test was 73 - 76% and specificity was 78 – 91%, 

depending on the criteria used for anemia. MCA Doppler is particularly useful in Kell 

alloimmunization, in which neither maternal blood antibody titer nor amniotic fluid bilirubin 

concentration correlate well with the severity of Kell-alloimmunized anemia because the 

pathophysiology of Kell alloimmunization involves the destructions of red blood cell precursors 

but not hemolysis.21,54,57 

The use of MCA-PSV Doppler for diagnosis of fetal anemia due to non-immune causes has also 

been validated. The sensitivity and specificity for anemia due to parvovirus B19 and alpha-

thalassemia ranges from 85 - 94% and 89 – 93%, respectively.53,58 The use of MCA-PSV 

Doppler in diagnosing TAPS has been proposed, using a cut-off of 1.5 and 1.0 multiples of the 

median for the anemic and polycythemic twin respectively.59,60 The accuracy of the test in this 

setting was first examined by Slaghekke et al, who reported sensitivity and specificity for 

predicting anemia in TAPS pregnancies of 94% and 74%, respectively.60 For polycythemia, the 

sensitivity was found to be 97% and specificity was 96%.  
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GA: gestational age; MCA-PSV: middle cerebral artery peak systolic velocity; MoM: multiple of 

the median. Image adapted with permission from Mari et al. 2015.2 

 

MCA: middle cerebral artery; PSV: peak systolic velocity. Figure reproduced with permission 

from Abbasi et al. 201711  

Figure 3. Management of fetal anemia using MCA-PSV Doppler. 

Figure 4. Example of MCA-PSV Doppler image. 

PSV
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1.1.3.1.4 Limitations of MCA Doppler 

The widespread adoption of MCA-PSV Doppler in clinical practice reflects several advantages 

including its non-invasive nature, high accuracy in a variety of etiologies, and the easy 

accessibility of ultrasound. However, over the last two decades, many studies have reported 

problems associated with MCA-PSV Doppler. Specifically, MCA-PSV Doppler becomes less 

predictive after the fetus has received its first transfusion and at later gestations. 

Significant correlation between hemoglobin and MCA-PSV Doppler have been reported at first, 

second and third blood transfusion.6,7 Detti et al concluded that MCA-PSV Doppler could be 

used to time the second blood transfusion with high sensitivity (100%) and high specificity 

(94%) using a higher cut-off of 1.69 multiples of the median for severe anemia.5 However, the 

specificity for detecting all fetuses who requires IUT, i.e. moderate-to-severe anemia, was only 

63% using 1.32 multiples of the median as the cut-off. If this threshold was used, 17 out of 46 

patients who did not require treatment would undertake the risks of fetal blood sampling. The 

association between MCA-PSV Doppler and fetal anemia is weaker after the second blood 

transfusion. In a retrospective study of 39 anemic fetuses, 5 out of 12 moderate-to-severely 

anemic fetuses would be missed if a threshold of 1.5 multiples of the median was used for MCA-

PSV Doppler to determine the indication for the third blood transfusion.6 Furthermore, the 

authors of this study were not able to provide a new threshold due to the small sample size.  

A meta-analysis by Martinez‐Portilla et al published in 2019 included 12 studies with fetal 

anemia due to RBC alloimmunization, parvovirus B19 and TAPS and compared the accuracy of 

MCA-PSV Doppler for predicting moderate-to-severe fetal anemia based on the number of 

transfusions received.9 The study found no significant changes in the test accuracy using a cut-

off of 1.5 multiples of the median, regardless of the number of transfusions received. The pooled 

specificity was relatively constant at around 72% but the sensitivity dropped from 86% (zero 

IUT received) to 60% (³ 3 IUTs received). Another MCA-PSV study included 111 fetuses with 

hemolytic anemia and found high sensitivities for moderate-to-severe anemia even after repeated 

transfusions.7 However, the specificities were only 21.9%, 50% and 50% for the first, second and 

third transfusions, respectively. To increase the test specificity, the authors suggested using 1.73 

multiples of the median as the new threshold. The specificities did then increase to 75%, 86% 

and 91% while the sensitivity of MCA-PSV Doppler was compromised.  
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MCA-PSV measurement in later gestations is also less reliable with respect to fetal anemia. In 

one study, the sensitivity and positive predictive value of MCA-PSV Doppler to predict 

moderate-to-severe fetal anemia at 34 and 37 weeks of gestation were just 63% and 53%, 

respectively.61 In addition, Zimmerman et al conducted a multi-centre prospective study 

evaluating the performance of MCA-PSV Doppler in combination with B-mode ultrasound in 

detecting at risk pregnancies with an intention to treat approach.51 In pregnancies with increased 

MCA-PSV measurements studied before 35 weeks of gestation, the positive predictive value of 

detecting fetal anemia was only 53%. Furthermore, while labour was induced in seven 

pregnancies with elevated MCA-PSV Doppler after 35 weeks of gestation, none had more than 

mild anemia. Late preterm birth, defined as delivery between 34 - 37 weeks of gestations, is 

increasingly recognized to be associated with risks of short and long-term morbidity, including 

sepsis, respiratory distress, patent ductus arteriosus, impaired feeding and growth and 

neurodevelopmental deleay.62  

In summary, the current standard 1.5 multiples of the median threshold of MCA-PSV Doppler 

has a low specificity and positive predictive value for moderate-to-severe fetal anemia, while 

adjusting the threshold to increase specificity lowers the sensitivity level. The limitations of 

MCA-PSV Doppler may result from changes in fetal hemodynamics resulting from the 

introduction of adult red blood cells.5,8,11 HbA is smaller in size, has lower rigidity and higher 

propensity for aggregation compared to HbF, thus affecting the blood velocity in ways that are 

not related to the hemoglobin or hematocrit level. In addition, cerebral vascular regulation is 

complex and involves various factors. For example, Picklesimer et al found that oxygen content 

and partial pressure of carbon dioxide have significant influences on the cerebral vascular 

dynamics and thus potentially the accuracy of MCA Doppler for the detection of fetal anemia.55 

Other factors such as fetal gender, heart rate and cardiac status could also affect MCA Doppler 

measurements.11 

 

1.1.3.2 Treatments for Fetal Anemia 

1.1.3.2.1 Intravascular Immunoglobin Prophylaxis 

IVIG prophylaxis is one of the non-invasive prenatal pregnancy treatments for RhD sensitized 

pregnancies.63 Several mechanisms underlying the treatment effect have been proposed. On the 
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maternal side, the production of maternal IgG is reduced by the injected IgG antibodies through 

negative feedback.19 Placental transport of maternal IgG is also affected as high level of maternal 

IgG saturates its placental receptors and reduces the transport ratio.19,64 In the fetal spleen and 

liver, the saturation of the reticuloendothelial receptors of macrophages limits the uptake and 

destruction of IgG-coated fetal red blood cells.19,63 Since its introduction in 1968, the prevalence 

of RhD-alloimmunized pregnancies has dropped from 2% to 0.1%.1 In North America, IVIG is 

so far only available for RhD sensitized pregnancies yet RhD still affects 6 in every 1000 live 

births.  

 

1.1.3.2.2 Intrauterine Blood Transfusion  

The first successful case of fetal blood transfusion was reported in 1963 and was delivered to a 

severely anemic fetus as an intraperitoneal injection (IPT), with the transfused erythrocytes 

reaching the intravascular compartment via the peritoneal blood vessels and lymphatics.65 X-ray 

films and contrast agent were used to locate the placenta and fetus and guide the transfusions. 

Since then, several improvements have been developed, resulting in a low rate of procedure-

related complications. These include the use of ultrasound guidance, first reported in 1977.28 The 

shift in transfusion site from intraperitoneal to intravascular (IVT) also enhanced the safety and 

efficiency of the procedure. Rodeck et al first introduced direct blood transfusions into the 

umbilical vein using a fetoscope.66 In the following year, IVT into the intrahepatic portion of the 

umbilical vein using ultrasound guidance was introduced by Bang et al and gradually became the 

most frequently used route of administration.67,68 Blood absorption via intra-peritoneal 

transfusion takes about 7-10 days whereas IVT directly transfuses blood into the fetal 

circulation.2 Since hydropic fetuses have limited efficiency in absorbing blood through the 

lymphatic system after IPT, IVT is preferable in these cases.66,69 The fetus appears to be 

protected against the development of worsening heart failure due to the rapid increase in 

circulating volume that might be expected with IVT by the already larger circulating volume that 

is intrinsic to the feto-placental circulation, whereby the placenta may serve as a large reservoir 

for the storage of the excess blood.70 

Technical aspects 
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The current standard protocol for IUT has been described in the Society of Maternal-Fetal 

Medicine guidelines.2 Briefly, cytomegalovirus-negative, O-negative, irradiated adult packed red 

blood cells are obtained and cross-checked with maternal blood type to minimize any adverse 

reaction and to assure optimal oxygen delivery. Under local anesthesia, injection is performed at 

the umbilical cord or the intrahepatic umbilical vein for IVT using a 20- or 22-gauge spinal 

needle under gray-scale or Doppler ultrasound guidance. Upon confirmation of the severity of 

the condition by fetal blood sampling, the obstetrician will proceed to IUT. Blood is slowly 

transfused to reach a final hematocrit level of 40 - 50% or hemoglobin of 15 - 17 g/ml.  

Since a four-fold increase in hematocrit after IUT is predictive of a higher risk of fetal death71, a 

two-step transfusion is given to severely anemic fetuses with or without hydrops.28 For cases 

complicated by immune-mediated hemolytic anemia, top-up transfusions are often performed 

when the fetal hemoglobin level is still within the normal range to suppress the production of 

fetal hemoglobin antigens.69 

Effect on fetal hemodynamics 

Fetal hemodynamic changes relating to the introduction of a large volume of blood and 

hemoglobin are expected. Due to the non-Newtonian behavior of red blood cells, blood viscosity 

varies with shear rate, which in-turn depends on the vessel diameter.72 Smaller vessels with slow 

flow, such as the capillaries, have low shear rate and thus high blood viscosity. Significant 

increases in fetal high-shear whole blood viscosity have been found post-transfusion as a result 

of the rise in fetal hematocrit.73 Despite the increase in preload resulting from increased 

umbilical vein pressure, cardiac output drops in the immediate post-transfusion period, possibly 

due to the hyperviscous capillaries and resultant increase in afterload. However, after 48 hours, 

fetal hemodynamics appear to return to normal. 

Short-term and long-term outcomes 

A systematic review of 10 studies on IUT outcomes between 2006 and 2016 found an overall 

survival rate of about 95.5%.63 Higher survival rates were found in fetal anemia secondary to red 

blood cell alloimmunization (81 – 94%) compared to other causes (67 - 77%).74 Younger 

gestational age at the first transfusion and a higher number of successful IUTs are associated 

with higher survival rates.75 The development of hydrops, however, negatively impacts perinatal 
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outcomes. Survival rate following IUT amongst alloimmunized pregnancies with hydrops fetalis 

is 74 - 89% and severe hydrops at the first transfusions and persisting hydrops post-transfusions 

are predictive of poor perinatal outcome.16,75,76  Alloimmunized neonates often experience 

neonatal anemia and require top-up transfusions in the first three months of life as a result of the 

suppression of erythropoiesis by IUT.11 

Overall, the long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes of children exposed to IUT treatment for 

RBC alloimmunization is good, with 81 – 100% of infants having normal results of 

developmental testing.77 The incidence of major neurodevelopmental impairment (NDI) varies 

from 0 – 7.9%. The LOTUS study is by far the largest study reporting on neurodevelopment 

following fetal anemia, with 291 participants ranging from 2 to 17 years old.78 The study found 

that the incidence rate of major NDI was 4.8%, with NDI associated with hydrops, the number of 

IUT performed, preterm birth < 32 weeks of gestation and severe neonatal morbidity. Harper et 

al confirmed that long-term outcome was worse with the development of hydrops, with two 

deaths and six major NDI occurring in 16 hydrops survivors.79 Small studies investigating the 

outcome of fetuses with parvovirus B19-induced anemia and RBC alloimmunization showed a 

risk of major NDI of 0 – 12.5%.80 The pathogenesis of the long-term NDI in anemic and 

hydropic fetuses is as yet unclear.  

Little is known regarding long-term cardiovascular outcomes following fetal anemia and IUT. 

Smaller left ventricular mass was found in children exposed to RBC alloimmunization and IUT 

at a mean age of 10 years old.77 Altered left ventricular geometry was confirmed by a 

retrospective study of adult survivors at a mean age of 33 years old.81 Their left ventricular wall 

was also thicker compared to the normal sibling group. In addition, lower myocardial perfusion 

and altered vascular tone might suggest impaired coronary endothelial function due to fetal 

anemia and IUT. 

Procedure-related complications 

Despite conferring a higher survival rate in pregnancies affected by fetal anemia, IUT is an 

invasive procedure. Procedure-related complications include fetal bradycardia or tachycardia, 

membrane rupture, infection, feto-maternal hemorrhage and subsequent worsening of RBC 

alloimmunization, and premature delivery in cases with multiple IUTs.28,82 In a study of 254 

fetuses that underwent 740 IUTs, Van Kamp et al reported a total procedure-related complication 
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rate of 3.1% and a fetal loss rate of 1.6% per procedure.82 A more recent review of 8 studies from 

2006 to 2016 reported an overall risk of procedure-related complication of 2.7% per procedure 

with fetal loss of 0.6% per procedure.63 The presence of anatomical abnormalities or hydrops 

dramatically increases the fetal loss rate (7% and 25%, respectively).11  

 

1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in Fetal Research 
Over recent decades, fetal MRI has been increasingly used as an adjunct to ultrasound to aid in 

the diagnosis and management of human fetal conditions in both second and third trimesters. As 

a result of the intrinsically different physics that enable the acquisition of images by the two 

modalities, MRI can provide complementary information about fetal wellbeing. Potential 

advantages of MRI include a greater sensitivity to different tissue characteristics and 

physiological properties, which have been helpful in the assessment of the fetal body and brain.83 

Over recent years, technological advances have also resulted in the feasibility of fetal 

cardiovascular assessment with MRI, including investigation of the potential of MRI to provide 

direct information about fetal and placental oxygenation.84–86 

MRI uses a static magnetic field and radiofrequency (RF) waves to generate images.87 Magnetic 

field strength is measured in Tesla (T). The most commonly used magnetic field strengths 

currently used in clinical practice are 1.5T and 3T. To understand how MR relaxometry might be 

used to estimate hematocrit, it is necessary to explain the concept of relaxometry and how it is 

measured, and also to discuss the relationship between the composition of blood and its magnetic 

properties. 

 

1.2.1 Physics of MRI Relaxometry  

Most MRI relies on the magnetic properties of the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, or proton.87 As 

a result of the uneven number of particles in its nucleus, the proton has angular momentum, 

which results in its intrinsic property of precession or spin. The precession of this positively 

charged nucleus results in a small magnetic field called a magnetic moment. Although the nuclei 
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of other atoms also possess this property, hydrogen atoms are the most clinically relevant as they 

naturally exist in abundance in water and fat in the human body.  

The net magnetization within the human body is the sum of the magnetic moments of all the 

constituent protons. Normally, these protons adopt random orientation, thus the net 

magnetization in the system is zero. When placed in a static external magnetic field B0, the 

protons, or spins, align either parallel (low energy state) or anti-parallel (high energy state) to the 

applied magnetic field (Figure 5). At equilibrium, there are more spins in the low energy state 

compared to those in the high energy state, forming a net magnetization M0 in the same direction 

as B0. By convention, the direction of B0 is designated as the longitudinal, or z-axis. The 

equilibrium magnetization, M0, is therefore considered longitudinal. As described by the Bloch 

equation, any distribution of the net magnetization away from the longitudinal axis, will result in 

“rotation” or “precession” of the net magnetization about B0 at the Larmor frequency w0, which 

is dependent on the strength of the external magnetic field 

w0 = gB0 

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton.88  

Excitation  

To detect magnetization, the equilibrium magnetization M0 is tipped to the transverse plane (i.e. 

the x-y plane, perpendicular to B0) where it processes and can be measured by a detector (i.e. 

receiver coil).87 This process is known as excitation (Figure 6). RF pulses emitted by the RF coil 

are the energy source used for tipping spins out of alignment with B0. The RF pulse produces a 

magnetic field B1 (perpendicular to B0) that oscillates at the Larmor frequency of w0. The 

resultant magnetization in the x-y plane is referred to as the transverse magnetization Mxy. The 

net magnetization M after RF pulse transmission is the sum of the longitudinal and transverse 

magnetization components.   

Following an RF pulse, the resulting angle between the net magnetization, M and z axis, or the 

flip angle a, depends on the RF pulse duration (tp) and the strength of B1: a = gB1tp. An RF pulse 

that generates a = 90° is referred to as a 90° pulse. Doubling either the strength of B1 or tp would 

generate a 180° pulse, and the resultant M would be antiparallel to B0 and equal to - M0.  
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Relaxation 

Once the RF pulse is switched off, the net magnetization will return to equilibrium through a 

process called relaxation. Relaxation consists of two simultaneous processes: longitudinal and 

transverse relaxation, which are characterized by two separate time constants, T1 or the 

longitudinal relaxation time, and T2 or the transverse relaxation time. These two relaxation 

processes can also be described using longitudinal or transverse relaxation rates R1or2 (s-1) = 

1/T1or2. 

 

Spins aligned with the B0 are at their low energy state, whereas spins aligned against B0 at high 

energy state. The net magnetic field of the spin system is M0, with the same direction as B0. 

 

Figure 5. Spin system at equilibrium with a net magnetic field M in an external 

magnetic field B0. 
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a) Consequences of RF pulse: two spins (red) flipped from low to high energy state, reducing 

longitudinal magnetization Mz; the synchronization of spins; b) The new net magnetization field 

M is the sum of Mz and Mxy (transverse magnetization). B0 – main magnetic field, B1 – RF pulse 

magnetic field. 

 

1.2.1.1 Longitudinal Relaxation 

Longitudinal relaxation is the process of energy loss from the spin system to nuclei and 

molecules in the surrounding environment and is dependent on the strength of the main magnetic 

field B0. As energy is emitted from the spin system, the spins tend to return to their equilibrium 

state, resulting in the net longitudinal magnetization Mz recovering towards M0. The longitudinal 

relaxation time-constant, T1, describes the speed of the recovery process. At a time, t = T1, Mz 

will have reached 63% of M0 (see Appendix I Equation 1). It takes about 3-5 T1 for full recovery 

to M0 (Figure 7). 

The main mechanism of longitudinal relaxation is dipole-dipole interaction. The exchange of 

energy between the spin system and the surrounding environment is most efficient when spins 

are exposed to magnetic fields fluctuating at the Larmor frequency. Therefore, the T1 of a tissue 

is shorter when there is a larger portion of nearby molecules rotating or tumbling near the 

Larmor frequency, w0. Pure water molecules rotate much faster than w0 resulting in a longer T1. 

Macromolecules in tissue, such as proteins, shorten T1 via ‘binding’ of water molecules and 

Figure 6. Excitation of spins due to RF pulse. 

a) b) 
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subsequently reducing the tumbling frequency. Providing they have rotational frequencies at or 

near w0, paramagnetic substances can further shorten T1 because of their unpaired electrons, 

which have a larger magnetic moment compared to protons, and thus are more effective at 

inducing relaxation. 

 

1.2.1.2 Transverse Relaxation 

Transverse relaxation describes the process of decay of transverse magnetization, Mxy, to zero. 

Transverse relaxation, or T2 decay, occurs due to dephasing of the spins (or loss of phase 

coherence) with no energy loss (see Appendix I Equation 2). At a time, t = T2, 37% of the 

transverse magnetization Mxy is left (Figure 7). T1 recovery is always longer compared to T2 

decay. Some sources of T2 relaxation include the dipole-dipole interaction (which is the primary 

T1 recovery mechanism) and field inhomogeneity. Dipole-dipole interactions cause alterations in 

the spins’ orientation in the transverse plane and thus substances that affect T1 relaxation might 

also change T2 relaxation.  

The local magnetic field experienced by each spin is a combination of the main magnetic field B0 

and the magnetic moments of its neighboring nuclei. The local field thus differs among spins.  

According to w0 = gB0, the resultant precession frequency would differ, resulting in faster T2 

relaxation. In reality, the transverse magnetization decay occurs much faster than T2 due to the 

additional inhomogeneity of the main magnetic field, B0. The transverse relaxation time as a 

result of dipole-dipole interactions, local magnetic moments, as well as B0 inhomogeneity 

mechanisms is noted as T2*. While it cannot be entirely eliminated, the B0 field inhomogeneity is 

not desirable as it does not contain any physiological information.  
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T1 recovery curve in blue, T2 decay curve in red. T1 is time when 63% of M0 is recovered. T2 is 

the time constant when Mxy falls to 37% of M0.  

 

1.2.2 Measuring Longitudinal and Transverse Relaxation in Fetus 

While conventional MRI exploits the differences between the T1 and T2 relaxation of tissues to 

create tissue contrast, there is also a field of MRI concerned with the direct quantification of T1 

and T2 known as relaxometry.89 

T1 mapping 

The gold-standard method to measure the T1 of a tissue is to generate T1 maps using an inversion 

recovery pulse sequence.90 The first step of an inversion recovery sequence is a 180° RF pulse to 

invert the magnetization. When the pulse is switched off, the magnetization starts to recover back 

to equilibrium. A 90° pulse is used after a delay, called the inversion time (TI), for signal 

acquisition in the transverse plane. The inversion recovery measurement is repeated at several 

different TIs until sufficient time points are sampled during the recovery of magnetization. A 

time delay (of several seconds) between each measurement ensures that the magnetization is 

fully recovered before each new 180° pulse. The acquired data are then fitted into the T1 

recovery equation (see Appendix I) for estimation of the T1 time constant. 

Figure 7. T1 and T2 relaxation as a function of time. 
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A short scan time is crucial for fetal imaging to minimize the potential for gross fetal in-plane 

and through-plane motion during data acquisition. The most widely used sequence for efficient 

T1 mapping is the modified Look Locker inversion recovery (MOLLI) that was first described by 

Messroghli et al.91 MOLLI consists of a single non-selective inversion pulse followed by a train 

of balanced steady-state free precession (SSFP) acquisitions at R-R intervals during recovery.  

Multiple inversions with different TIs are usually applied to sample additional points along 

recovery. The original description of MOLLI consisted of 3 acquisitions following the first and 

second inversion pulses and 5 acquisition after the last inversion pulse with each inversion 

separated by 3 recovery beats.91 This pattern can be noted as 3(3)3(3)5. Deviations from the 

original pattern have been proposed to further shorten the scan time, including 5(3)3 and 

5(1)1(1)1. MOLLI has been shown to be highly reproducible.90 The MOLLI pulse sequence used 

in this study will be described in details in Section 2.  

With a MOLLI acquisition, the measured T1 time constant is not the true T1 of stationary tissue 

and thus requires correction. This is because the magnetization Mz is disturbed by the repeated 

SSFP acquisition and cannot fully recovery even after a very long recovery period. In flowing 

blood, however, correction is not needed. All spins covered by the RF coil will experience the 

non-selective inversion pulse. However, the signal from each acquisition originates from ‘fresh’ 

blood flowing into the imaging plane that is not affect by any previous SSFP excitations.  

T2 mapping 

The gold-standard method for the quantitative measurement of T2 is T2 mapping using a spin-

echo pulse sequence.92,93 The spin-echo sequence consists of a 90° pulse followed by a series of 

180° pulses. As previously described in Section 1.2.1, all spins are in-phase immediately 

following the 90° excitation pulse, but then start to dephase. Starting at time t = t180/2, a series of 

“refocusing” 180° pulses are applied at regular “refocusing intervals”, t180, which serve to 

reverse the effects of B0 inhomogeneity. A train of signal-maxima, or echoes, occur at t = t180, 

2t180, …, Nt180, and the amplitude of these echoes decays with the time constant, T2. 

In the fetus, efficient T2 mapping is performed using a T2 prepared SSFP sequence. The T2-

preparation step consists a non-selective spin-echo sequence (see above), followed by a tip-up -

90° pulse, which stores T2-decayed magnetization on the z-axis for subsequent sampling by an 
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SSFP sequence. Similar to the fetal T1 measurements, a series of T2-preparation sequences, with 

varying T2-preparation times Tprep, are each followed by an immediate balanced SSFP 

acquisition. The number of refocusing pulses during each preparation time is equal to Tprep/t180. 

The T2 relaxation time is then estimated by fitting the acquired signal from each measurement 

versus Tprep. Detailed description of the T2-preparation sequence used in this study will be 

presented in Section 2.  

 

1.2.3 Relationship of T1, T2 and Blood SaO2 and Hematocrit 

When considering the T1 and T2 of whole blood, the magnetic properties of the blood can be 

viewed as the sum of the properties of two components or compartments where the water 

resides: red blood cells and the plasma.92 This is referred to as the two-compartment model of 

blood. The T1 and T2 of plasma are mostly affected by the dissolved proteins (e.g. albumin, 

globulins) and water, and less so by dissolved O2. For erythrocytes, the magnetic properties 

change depending on the oxygenation state of hemoglobin. Deoxyhemoglobin, the form of 

hemoglobin with no oxygen bound, has four unpaired electrons, and is therefore paramagnetic. 

This means that a higher content of deoxyhemoglobin will hasten both T1 and T2 relaxation. 

T1 and T2 relaxation for whole blood are affected by the quantity of hemoglobin in blood 

(hematocrit, Hct) and the percentage of hemoglobin bound with oxygen (oxygen saturation or 

SaO2). T1 or R1 of whole blood is simply the weighted sum of the two components: 

𝑅(,*+,,- = 𝐻𝑐𝑡 ∙ 	𝑅(,234 + (1 − 𝐻𝑐𝑡) ∙ 	𝑅(,9+:; 

																= 	𝐻𝑐𝑡 ∙ <𝑅(,234 − 𝑅(,9+:;= +	𝑅(,9+:; 

R1 of erythrocyte, in turn, relies on the SaO2 as follows: 

𝑅(,234 = 𝑅(,234,> + (1 − 𝑆𝑎𝑂B) ∙ 𝑟(		-C*D  

where R1,ery,0 is the relaxation rate of fully oxygenated erythrocyte and r’1 dHb is a constant that 

describes how relaxation is affected by deoxyhemoglobin concentration. T2 relaxation is similar 

to T1 but slightly more complex. On top of the individual T2 of the two components, the 

difference in the magnetic field between erythrocyte and plasma exacerbates the field 
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inhomogeneity of whole blood. Spin exchange between the field-shifted plasma and erythrocytes 

thus leads to a shortening of T2. An additional parameter, R2,ex, that depends on hematocrit, 

oxygen saturation and the refocusing interval of the T2 mapping sequence, is therefore added to 

the equation: 

𝑅B,*+,,- = 𝐻𝑐𝑡 ∙ 	𝑅B,234 + (1 − 𝐻𝑐𝑡) ∙ 	𝑅B,9+:; + 𝑅B,2E 

The relationship between R2, ery and SaO2 is similar to that of R1,ery: 

𝑅B,234 = 𝑅B,234,> + (1 − 𝑆𝑎𝑂B) ∙ 𝑟B		-C*D  

There is a strong linear relationship between the R1 of blood and its hematocrit. For the 

transverse relaxation of whole blood, the magnetic field difference between erythrocytes and 

plasma (R2,ex) is responsible for giving rise to the classic quadratic relationship between SaO2 

and T2. 

In summary, hematocrit is the major determinant of blood T1 while T2 depends most on SaO2.  

T1 is inversely related with hematocrit, and lower SaO2 slightly shortens T1 (Figure 8). T2 

increases with SaO2 whereas hematocrit shortens T2 with a stronger effect at higher SaO2 (Figure 

9). 

The dependence of MR relaxation properties on blood SaO2 and hematocrit in adult blood has 

been studied at various field strengths, including 1.5, 3 and 7 T.86,93–96 Only recently was the MR 

relaxometry of fetal blood characterized at 1.5 and 3 T to serve as a reference for future 

calibration.86,97 Fetal blood has several important differences from adult blood that could alter the 

relaxation times of erythrocytes and plasma. Firstly, as mentioned in Section 1.1.3.1.4, the more 

globular fetal RBC is bigger in size compared to the bi-concave adult RBCs.98 Secondly, fetal 

plasma is less viscous due to the lower protein content in plasma.99 Thirdly, the membrane of a 

fetal RBC is about 50% less permeable to water.100 This influences the spin exchange between 

the plasma and erythrocytes compartments. Finally, the fetal hemoglobin has a higher affinity for 

oxygen, which contributes to the exchange of oxygen from the maternal to fetal blood.73 Our 

group previously found that fetal blood has shorter T1 and longer T2 compared with adult blood 

for a given hematocrit and SaO2 level at 1.5 T.86 The T1 of fetal blood collected from the 

umbilical cords of babies delivered electively at term by caesarian section is shorter at 1.5T than 
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at 3T as T1 changes proportionally with the external field strength.86,97 By contrast, T2 is shorter 

at 3T.  

 

Data points are colour coded by oxygen saturation (sO2). Images adapted with permission from 
Portnoy et al. 2017.86 
 

 

Data points are colour coded by hematocrit (Hct) level. Images adapted with permission from 

Portnoy et al. 2017.86 

 

Figure 8. T1 relaxation time as a function of hematocrit (Hct) in a) adult and b) cord 

blood. 

Figure 9. T2 relaxation time as a function of oxygen saturation (sO2) in a) adult and 

b) cord blood. 
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1.2.4 Non-invasive Measurement of Hematocrit in vitro 

As we have outlined above, the measurement of fetal hematocrit and SaO2 is conventionally 

undertaken by invasive fetal blood sampling, which carries a risk of fetal loss of 1-2%. However, 

through an understanding of the relationship between MR relaxometry and blood hematocrit and 

oxygen saturation, T1 and T2 mapping has provided the possibility of estimating hematocrit and 

SaO2 in utero in a quick and non-invasive manner. Previously, T2 mapping has been validated in 

vitro and in vivo in studies that aimed to estimate fetal SaO2.84,85,101 

The in vitro validation of MRI to estimate the hematocrit of umbilical cord blood on a 1.5T MR 

system was first reported by our group in 2017.101 MOLLI and T2 preparation sequences were 

used in this study to acquire T1 and T2 relaxation measurements from blood manipulated through 

a range of SaO2 and hematocrit using variable exposure to nitrogen gas and hemodilution or 

hemoconcentration and then imaged in test-tubes placed in a water bath maintained at body 

temperature and intermittently agitated. MRI derived SaO2 and hematocrit measurements were 

compared with conventional blood gas analysis measurements performed immediately after 

imaging. 

As seen in the previous section, the longitudinal and transverse relaxations are determined by 

both hematocrit and SaO2. Each relaxation rate constrains the range of possible hematocrit and 

SaO2 values within the physiological range (Figure 10). For a given pair of T1 and T2 (or R1 and 

R2) values, the intersection(s) of the two curves would be the solution(s) for hematocrit and 

SaO2. The following cubic polynomial equations are used to solve for hematocrit and SaO2: 

𝐺> ∙ (𝐻𝑐𝑡)G + 𝐺( ∙ (𝐻𝑐𝑡)B +	𝐺B ∙ (𝐻𝑐𝑡) + 𝐺G = 0 

𝐻> ∙ (𝑆𝑎𝑂2)G + 𝐻( ∙ (𝑆𝑎𝑂2)B +	𝐻B ∙ (𝑆𝑎𝑂2) + 𝐻G = 0 

where G0,1,2,3 and H0,1,2,3 are determined by the measured R1 and R2 of the whole blood, and the 

parameters of the two-compartment model (e.g. R1,ery, R1,plas, r’1,dHb…) at a given magnetic field 

strength. With the T1 and T2 measurements obtained from the blood sample, it is possible to use 

the equations to solve for hematocrit. In this study, the authors estimated hematocrit and SaO2 

using the above equations with the two-compartment model parameters obtained from cord 

blood. The results showed that the bias between the predicted and true blood hematocrit was only 

0.011, with an uncertainty of ± 0.1. 
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Image adapted with permission from Portnoy et al. 2017.101  

 

Figure 10. Hematocrit (Hct) and oxygen saturation (sO2) constrained by T1 and T2 

measurements. 
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 Rationale and Objectives 
Fetal anemia is evaluated noninvasively by MCA-PSV Doppler. However, the existing literature 

suggest that MCA Doppler has higher likelihood of being falsely-positive after the fetus has 

received IUTs and also in late gestation. This is important because the inaccurate MCA-PSV 

measurements might expose the patients to the potential of unnecessary and risky fetal blood 

sampling. This highlights the need for a complimentary diagnostic test. A previous in vitro study 

showed that hematocrit can be estimated using MRI T1 and T2 relaxation times.  

The overall goal of this study was to investigate the feasibility and accuracy of MRI for 

estimating hematocrit in vivo in suspected fetal anemia by comparing MRI with MCA-PSV 

Doppler and the conventional hematological analysis of fetal blood samples. The objectives of 

this study were therefore as follows: 

Objective 1: To determine the accuracy of MRI to estimate fetal hematocrit by comparing the 

MRI measurements against the laboratory hematocrit from the gold-standard fetal blood sample. 

Objective 2: To test the accuracy of MRI in detecting moderate-to-severe anemia compared to 

MCA-PSV Doppler, specifically the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive 

values and the test accuracy.  
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 Method 
The study was designed as a prospective cross-sectional study comparing MRI measurements 

against fetal blood sampling and MCA-PSV Doppler measurements in fetuses with suspected 

anemia. It was approved by the Research Ethics Board at Mount Sinai Hospital (REB15-0267-A) 

and the Hospital for Sick Children (REB 1000051457) in Toronto, Canada. Funding was 

provided by a Health Research Grant from the Physicians' Services Incorporated Foundation. 

 

3.1 Target Population 
Pregnant women in their second or third trimester who were 18 years of age or over and 

scheduled for intrauterine fetal blood transfusion or fetal blood sampling for suspected fetal 

anemia or thrombocytopenia at the Fetal Medicine unit at Mount Sinai Hospital, were invited to 

participate in our study. Women with contraindications to MRI were excluded. Written consent 

was obtained from all participants. The results of the MRI scans were not used to guide the 

patients’ clinical treatments. However, if incidental findings were found that were not identified 

through clinical examinations, the participant and the responsible physicians or staff were 

notified.  

The main focus of our study was the anemic fetuses, although we included polycythemic fetuses 

in pregnancies complicated by twin anemia-polycythemia sequence and fetuses with 

thrombocytopenia whenever they underwent fetal blood sampling.  

 

3.2 MRI Protocol 

3.2.1 MRI Scan  

Participants were scanned on a clinical 1.5 Tesla MRI system (Siemens Avanto, Erlangen, 

Germany) at the Hospital for Sick Children. Prior to the scan, all participants completed an MRI 

Safety Questionnaire. Participants were free to lie on the scanner table in a position of their 

choice, i.e. lateral or supine, with a body matrix coil covering the maternal abdomen and a spine 
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coil embedded in the patient table. Lateral position was preferable to prevent maternal 

hypotension due to inferior vena cava compression.  

Anatomical images of the fetus were acquired in the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes to 

localize the umbilical vein (Figure 11). Based on these images, ungated T1 and T2 mapping 

sequences were acquired in the short axis of the intrahepatic umbilical vein using a MOLLI and a 

T2 preparation pulse sequence respectively. Both sequences employed with a single-shot SSFP 

acquisition for the readout. The MOLLI sequence consisted of two inversions with 7 inversion 

images acquired per inversion for a total of 14 inversion times, ranging from 100 to 5600 ms 

(Figure 12). As described in Section 1.2.2, T1 correction was not required in flowing blood. The 

preparation times for the T2 sequence were 32, 64, 128, 160 and 192 ms, using a 16 ms 

refocusing interval t180 (Figure 13). The T1 inversion times and T2 preparation times were 

selected to span the expected T1 and T2 relaxation times of the umbilical vein.  

Both sequences ran on the sequence default “untriggered” mode. The R-R interval, RReff, is 

determined by the TIstart,max + TbSSFP and Tprep,max + TbSSFP for T1 and T2 mapping, respectively.92 

The recovery period, TREC, between subsequent inversions or T2 preparation was approximately 

8 seconds to ensure a short scan time while allowing for full recovery of the magnetization to 

equilibrium. Other MRI sequence parameters are listed in Table 3. The scan time for T1- and T2-

measurements was approximately 30 and 24 seconds, respectively.  
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Images of the fetus in the A) transverse, B) sagittal and C) coronal orientation were used to 

localize the umbilical vein. D) The resulting T1 image of the umbilical vein was acquired by 

prescribing the slice perpendicular to the intrahepatic portion of the umbilical vein in the 

transverse and sagittal planes. Red arrow: umbilical vein. Yellow line: slice prescription 

reference line. 

A B 

C D 

Figure 11. Example of fetal anatomical images in three orthogonal planes. 
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The sequence includes two non-selective inversions of magenetization (coloured boxes), each 

followed by seven balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) acquisitions that sample the 

recovering magnetization at regular intervals, TIstart + Nacq ∙ RReff, where 0≤ Nacq ≤ 7. The 

sequence runs on a default “untriggered” mode with a period RReff = TIstart,max + TbSSFP, where 

TbSSFP is the duration of the SSFP acquisition and TIstart,max is TI1,start. The last acquisition from 

the first inversion and the start of the second inverion is separated by a recovery period, TREC = 

Nbeats ∙ RReff  = 16 ∙ RReff. Image modified with permission from Portnoy, Sharon: Fetal Magnetic 

Resonance Oximetry (Doctoral Dissertation). Retrieved from: 

http://hdl.handle.net/1807/91949.92 

 

  

Figure 12. Pulse sequence diagram for ungated Modified Lock-Locker Inversion Recovery 

(MOLLI) sequence. 
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The sequence includes five T2-preprations (coloured boxes) with different prep time (Tprep), each 

immidiately followed by a balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) acquisitions. The 

sequence runs on a default “untriggered” mode with a period RReff = Tprep,max + TbSSFP, where 

TbSSFP is the duration of the SSFP acquisition and Tprep,max is Tprep,1. The recovery period, TREC, is 

given by Nbeats ∙ RReff  = 16 ∙ RReff. The T2 preparation module consists of a 90° pulse followed 

by a series of 180° pulses and a -90° pulse to tip-up the T2-decayed magnetization. A final 

spoiler gradient is applied to remove any transverse magnetization. Image modified with 

permission from Portnoy, Sharon: Fetal Magnetic Resonance Oximetry (Doctoral Dissertation). 

Retrieved from: http://hdl.handle.net/1807/91949.92 

 

  

Figure 13. Pulse sequence diagram for ungated T2-preparation sequence. 
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Table 3. MRI scan protocol parameters for T1- and T2-mapping. 

Sequence SSFP Readout 

TE 1.13 – 1.42 ms 

TR 2.26 – 2.84 ms 

Slice thickness 6 mm 

Flip angle 60 - 70° 

Matrix size 224 × 136 

Partial Fourier 6/8 

Acceleration Factor  2 

FOV 350 × 280 

Resolution 1.56 × 2.06 mm 

SSFP: steady-state free precession, TE: echo time, TR: repetition time, FOV: field of view 
 

 

3.2.2 Post-processing 

The images were co-registered using non-rigid motion correction and then interpreted using lab-

developed software written in Python (https://github.com/shportnoy/blood_roi_tool) to quantify 

T1 and T2 relaxation times (Figure 14).102 To avoid partial volume effects, the regions-of-interest 

were manually prescribed on each T1 or T2 image to cover the central 60% of the umbilical 

vein.103 The acquired T1 and T2 measurements were then used to estimate hematocrit with the 

equations, that were described in Section 1.2.4, calibrated for in vitro human fetal blood at 1.5 

T.101   
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a) T1 images (labelled by their respective inversion time TI) and T1 recovery curve obtained 

using MOLLI sequence, b) T2 images (labelled by their respective echo time TE) and T2 decay 

curve using T2 preparation sequence c) T1 = 1555 ms and T2 = 171 ms gave a solution of 

Figure 14. Example of MRI post-processing of T1 and T2 of the umbilical vein. 
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hematocrit = 35% and oxygen saturation = 78%. The region-of-interests are shown on the bottom 

of a) and b). 

 

3.3 Definition of Fetal Anemia 
We adopted previously published reference ranges for hematocrit and Doppler peak systolic 

velocity in the middle cerebral artery to define fetal anemia.3 The expected values of hemoglobin 

concentration and peak systolic velocity in the middle cerebral artery (MCA-PSV) were 

calculated as follows3,104:  

hemoglobin concentration (g/dL) = e(2.84-8.55/GA) 

MCA-PSV (cm/sec) = e(2.31+0.046 × GA)  

where GA is the gestational age (week). These equations were derived from their empirical 

data3,104. Hemoglobin concentration was converted to hematocrit based on the following general 

rule105:  

hematocrit (%) = hemoglobin concentration (g/dL) × 0.03 × 100% 

To adjust for the expected increases in hematocrit and MCA- PSV with advancing gestation, the 

reference ranges were expressed as multiples of the median corrected for gestational age3:  

multiples of the median = measured value/expected value  

Moderate-to-severe fetal anemia was defined as ≤ 0.65 multiples of the median for hematocrit, 

and ≥ 1.5 multiples of the median for Doppler peak systolic velocity in the middle cerebral 

artery.3   

 

3.4 Doppler MCA, Fetal Blood Sampling and Blood Transfusion 
All MRI examinations were accompanied by same day MCA Doppler examinations. The 

investigators making the MRI and Doppler measurements were blinded to each other’s 

measurements. Standard MCA-PSV Doppler ultrasound was performed at Mount Sinai Hospital 
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before and after the transfusions using a iU22 ultrasound scanner with C5-1 transducer (Philips, 

Best, the Netherlands) to assess the severity of fetal anemia and to monitor the fetuses post-

transfusion. Briefly, the peak systolic velocity was measured in the middle cerebral artery close 

to its origin from the internal carotid artery during fetal quiescence with an angle of insonation 

between 0° to 10°.  

Under ultrasound guidance, fetal blood samples were drawn from the intrahepatic umbilical vein 

immediately before and after fetal transfusion for fetal hematocrit and hemoglobin concentration 

measurements. Upon confirmation of the presence of low hemoglobin level using HemoCueâ Hb 

201+ system (HemoCue, Ängelholm, Sweden), transfusion would proceed. Fresh adult donor 

blood for transfusion were plasma reduced, irradiated, leucocyte depleted and cytomegalovirus 

antibody negative.2 Donor blood was transfused intravascularly or intraperitoneally to achieve a 

final hematocrit of 40-55%.1  

 

3.5 Statistical Analysis and Sample Size  
To evaluate the accuracy of MRI, we first analyzed the correlation between the laboratory and 

MRI-estimated hematocrit before and after transfusion in all cases using a multilevel mixed-

effects linear model. We adjusted for the repeated measurements of the same patients over time, 

the infrequent occurrences of multiple gestation pregnancies and the scan type (i.e. pre- or post-

transfusion) to take account of the clustering within subjects and within pregnancies. Agreement 

between MRI and fetal blood sampling measurements was analyzed using a Bland-Altman plot. 

The intra- and inter-observer agreement of T1 and T2 was performed by JWX and JML, 

respectively. The measurements were obtained by prescribing the regions-of-interest on each T1 

and T2 images while blinded to the original measurements. The agreement was then assessed 

using Pearson linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis. Next, we generated receiver 

operating characteristic curves for the pre-transfusion MCA-PSV Doppler and MRI 

measurements to compare their performance in identifying moderate-to-severe fetal anemia. In 

addition, the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of the pre-transfusion 

MCA-PSV Doppler and MRI measurements were calculated using a standard binomial 

proportion test. A number needed-to-treat analysis was also performed for MRI. Values are 

expressed as mean ± standard deviations and the statistical significance level was set at 0.05. The 
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data were analyzed using Stata release 15.1 (StataCorp Inc, College Station, Texas) and 

GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Inc, San Diego, CA). 

Our original sample size was determined as 40 patients to yield approximately 200 paired 

observations (from 100 blood transfusions) of MRI-estimated and laboratory hematocrit to detect 

a minimum difference of 0.3 g/dL between the two methods with an 80% power and 0.05 

significance, assuming the mean and standard deviation of the difference between the two 

methods were 0 g/dL and 1.49 g/dL, respectively. However, recruitment was slower than we 

anticipated, resulting in a smaller sample size of 33 measurements in 23 fetuses. Nevertheless, 

despite the smaller sample size than anticipated, we were able to show a statistically significant 

improvement in the specificity of MRI hematocrit versus MCA-PSV Doppler as described in 

detail below.  
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 Results 

4.1 Participants 
From February 2016 through August 2018, 23 women consented to participate. Of these, one 

participant was excluded for not undertaking a fetal blood sample and one participant was lost 

due to MRI scheduling difficulties. A total of 25 fetuses (five twin pregnancies and one triplet 

pregnancy) were scanned before and after their 1st to 4th blood transfusion or fetal blood 

sampling procedure for an average MRI scan time of ten minutes. In the triplet pregnancy, only 

the anemic and polycythemic fetuses were examined. Multiple MRI scans throughout gestation 

were performed for seven fetuses: four were scanned twice and three were scanned three times. 

Four MRI measurements from four fetuses were excluded due to unacceptable image quality 

resulting from excessive fetal motion. Therefore, 33 scans from 23 fetuses were included in the 

final analyses (Table 4). The average gestational age of the fetuses at the time of MRI was 28.4 ± 

4.2 weeks (range: 19 – 36.6 weeks). Fetal diagnoses are shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Basic characteristics of the participating fetuses 

Characteristics Value 

No. of participants  23 

No. of multiple pregnancies 6 

Mean gestational age at the time of MRI (range) – weeks 28.4 (19-36.6) 

No. of participants with multiple MRI scans throughout gestation 

 Scanned twice 4 

 Scanned three times 3 

No. of IUT received at the time of MRI  

 0 13 

 1 13 

 2 5 

 3 1 

 4 1 

No. of cases with the following etiology 

Anemia 

Red cell alloimmunization 

 Anti-D antibodies 5 

 Anti-C antibodies 1 

 Anti-Kell antibodies 2 

 Anti-D + anti-C antibodies 1 

Non-immune cause 

 Alpha-thalassemia  3 

 Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (anemic) 6 

 Hepatic haemangioma 1 

 Chorioangioma 1 

Others 

 Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (polycythemic) 2 

 Neonatal alloimmune thrombocytopenia 1 
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4.2 MRI vs Gold-standard Fetal Blood Sampling 
Figure 15 shows the MRI measurements and diagnoses of each patient at the time of MRI. There 

were 25 pre-transfusion (22 from suspected anemic fetuses) and 8 post-transfusion scans. Based 

on the pre-transfusion laboratory hematocrit, 11 fetuses with suspected anemia had moderate-to-

severe anemia while the remaining fetuses were normal or had mild anemia. None of the fetuses 

had moderate-to-severe anemia after receiving a blood transfusion.  

The MRI estimates of hematocrit ranged from 3% to 66% (Figure 16a). The mean absolute 

difference between the MRI-estimated and laboratory hematocrit was 6% ± 5% (range: 0.3 – 

16%) with a correlation of 0.77 (p < 0.001) determined by the multilevel mixed-effects model. 

The Bland-Altman analysis showed a systematic bias of -3% (95% limits of agreement: -16 - 

10%) between MRI and fetal blood sampling (Figure 16b). We found high levels of intra- and 

inter-observer agreement of the MRI relaxometry measurements (Appendix II Figure S1, 2). 

 

 
Figure 15. MRI-estimated hematocrit as a function of gestational age. 
 
Gold standard diagnosis based on fetal blood sampling measurements before and after 

transfusion indicated by the symbols, showing the presence of one false negative and one false 

positive result by MRI (reference ranges adopted from Mari et al3: 1.16 and 0.84 multiples of the 

median are the 95th and 5th percentile, respectively; cut-off for moderate-to-severe anemia: 0.65 

multiples of the median. Some data points represent multiple measurements of a single fetus).  
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MRI estimates of hematocrit were obtained using a combination of umbilical T1 and T2 

measurements. Laboratory hematocrit was determined from fetal blood sampling. a) Correlation 

between MRI-estimated and laboratory hematocrit of 0.77 (p < 0.001) using a multilevel mixed-

effects model (dashed line represents the identity), b) Bland-Altman analysis shows agreement 

between the two methods (bias = -3%) (dashed line represents the 95% limits of agreement). 

 

4.3 MRI vs Doppler 
Figure 17 compares the receiver operating characteristic curves of pre-transfusion MCA-PSV 

Doppler and MRI measurements. The area under the curve for the MRI measurement (0.92) was 

similar to that of Doppler (0.91). 

The performance of MRI-PSV and MCA Doppler for detecting moderate-to-severe fetal anemia 

at the time of their first to fourth blood transfusions is summarized in Table 5. The positive and 

negative predictive values of MRI were 91% (95% CI: 59 - 100%) and 93% (95% CI: 66 - 

100%), respectively. MCA-PSV Doppler had a positive predictive value of 71% (95% CI: 42 - 

92%) and a negative predictive value of 91% (95% CI: 59 - 100%). MRI and Doppler had 

similarly high sensitivities of 91% (95% CI: 59 - 100% for both methods). The specificity of 

MRI was 93% (95% CI: 66 - 100%), which was 22% higher than that of Doppler (71%, 95% CI: 

42 - 92%).  

a) b) 
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Figure 16. Comparison of MRI and laboratory measurements from 23 patients (n=33). 
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Data were compared against the gold-standard fetal blood sampling measurements using a cut-

off for moderate-to-severe fetal anemia of 0.65 multiples of the median.3 Values of MRI-

estimated hematocrit (multiples of the median) or Doppler middle cerebral artery peak systolic 

velocity (multiples of the median) are shown in brackets, with areas under curve (AUC) and 

corresponding p values shown. * represents significant results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Receiver operating characteristic curves for Doppler ultrasonography and MRI 

pre-transfusion measurements for the detection of moderate-to-severe fetal anemia. 
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Table 5. Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive and Negative Predictive Values of All Pre-

transfusion Doppler and MRI Measurements in Predicting Moderate-to-Severe Fetal 

Anemia at the Time of the 1st to 4th Intrauterine Blood Transfusions. 

Data were compared against the gold-standard fetal blood sampling measurements. 
a. Cut-offs were adopted from Mari et al. 20003  
 
 

4.4 Numbers Needed-to-treat Analysis 
Given the 22% difference between MRI and Doppler specificity and a conservative estimation of 

1% risk of fetal loss per fetal blood sampling28, we estimated that one unnecessary fetal death 

could be prevented for every 450 patients with fetal anemia tested with MRI, at a cost of 

approximately $110,000. Assuming each moderate-to-severely anemic fetus receives one blood 

transfusion (a significant underestimate), at least 1400 fetal blood samplings are performed every 

year in the US.3 Thus, we have estimated that approximately three unnecessary fetal losses per 

year could be prevented with the use of MRI in the US alone. 

 

 
 

 

Test characteristics Doppler MRI 

 Percent (95% confidence interval) 

Cut-offa 1.5 multiples of the median 0.65 multiples of the median 

Sensitivity 91 (59-100) 91 (59-100) 

Specificity 71 (42-92) 93 (66-100) 

Positive predictive value 71 (42-92) 91 (59-100) 

Negative predictive value 91 (59-100) 93 (66-100) 
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 Discussion 
In this study, we present a novel non-invasive method for the detection of moderate-to-severe 

fetal anemia. Our results suggest that MRI is accurate for estimating hematocrit in the setting of 

fetal anemia, with a significantly higher specificity than MCA-PSV Doppler ultrasonography. 

Our data supports the use of MRI to confirm the need for fetal blood sampling due to the high 

positive predictive value for the need to perform fetal blood transfusion. 

Hematocrit has a strong negative linear relationship with T1.86,94 After adjustment for repeated 

measurements, multiple gestations pregnancies and the scan type, the MRI-estimated hematocrit 

showed good correlation and excellent agreement with fetal blood sampling, even as early as 19 

weeks of gestation. This is in keeping with the results of a recent study by Jorgensen et al where 

T1 of the umbilical vein was shown to predict moderate-to-severe fetal anemia in 11 normal and 

8 anemic fetuses.106 However, as far as we are aware, our study is the first to use MRI to estimate 

fetal hematocrit in vivo, and confirms that this is possible with a high degree of accuracy across a 

wide range of gestational ages and hematocrit levels.  

 

5.1 T1 Mapping in Fetuses 
We have previously demonstrated the feasibility of T2 mapping in human fetal vessels to 

estimate oxygen saturation in late gestation, applying the principles established by Stainsby and 

Wright to avoid partial volume artifacts.103,84,85 The results of this study confirm the feasibility of 

undertaking T1 mapping in the umbilical vein using a similar approach. Stainsby and Wright 

recommended using a region-of-interest covering the central 60% of the vessel diameter and a 

slice thickness less than the vessel diameter to minimize measurement errors in the quantitative 

measurement of blood’s T2.103 The diameter of the umbilical vein is 5-6 mm at 24 weeks of 

gestation and increases to 10 mm by 40 weeks, so the central 60% of the vessel diameter has a 

diameter of approximately 3-4 mm at 24 weeks and 6 mm at 40 weeks.107 With a voxel size of 

1.6 mm, the sample volume is therefore comprised of between 2 and 4 voxels. A region-of-

interest of this size may result in low signal-to-noise ratio.103 Furthermore, contrary to the 

recommendations provided by Stainsby and Wright, the slice thickness used in our study (6 mm) 

is greater than the vessel diameter in the second trimester, while obtaining a slice exactly 
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perpendicular to the long axis of the vessel of interest can be challenging due to fetal motion and 

curvature of the vessel. Collectively, these issues theoretically reduce the accuracy of MRI for 

estimating fetal hematocrit at earlier gestations due to partial volume artifacts. Despite these 

challenges, we obtained diagnostic images as early as 19 weeks of gestation, confirming the 

feasibility of T1 mapping across a clinically-relevant gestational age range, especially for severe 

fetal hemolytic anemia. Our technique is, however, particularly suited to estimating hematocrit 

during the third trimester, when the target fetal vessel is much larger, and MCA-PSV Doppler 

has a lower positive predictive value for fetal anemia.  

Hematocrit can also be estimated using T1 and SaO2 if the SaO2 values are obtained (see 

Appendix I Equation 3).92 To test the potential of using T1 and SaO2 to estimate hematocrit, the 

same analyses of the multilevel mix-effects model and Bland-Altman were performed to 

compare MRI hematocrit estimate using SaO2 and T1 and laboratory hematocrit (Figure 18). 

Assuming the SaO2 of umbilical vein is 0.8 or 80%, the MRI estimates of hematocrit still show 

great correlation of 0.71 and similarly low bias of -3%, despite that the actual SaO2 ranged from 

45% - 99%. The absolute difference between MRI and laboratory measurements was also similar 

(6%).  

 

Figure 18. Comparison of MRI estimates of hematocrit from SaO2 and T1 and laboratory 

measurements from fetal blood sampling from 23 patients (n=33). 

a) Correlation between MRI-estimated and laboratory hematocrit of 0.71 (p < 0.001) using a 

multilevel mixed-effects model (dashed line represents the identity), b) Bland-Altman analysis 

shows agreement between the two methods (bias = -3%) (dashed line represents the 95% limits 

of agreement). 
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5.1.1 T1 Calibration  

As mentioned in Chapter 1.2.2, the T1 relaxation time of umbilical cord blood is consistently 

shorter (by up to 10%) than that of adult blood at the same hematocrit and oxygen saturation 

levels.86 This is potentially important because after each transfusion, the proportion of fetal 

hemoglobin in the fetal circulation decreases as adult hemoglobin increases. The decrease of 

fetal hemoglobin post-transfusion is usually dramatic because 1) the transfused adult hemoglobin 

is physiologically more stable, and 2) because transfusion also suppresses the fetal erythropoiesis 

from the bone marrow, and 3) because some maternal antibodies passively enter the fetal 

circulation as the needle inserts into the umbilical cord through the maternal abdomen, 

destroying more fetal hemoglobin.108,109 Mari et al reported that after the first and second 

transfusion, the proportion of fetal hemoglobin could range from 3 - 82% and 0 – 34%, 

respectively using the Kleihauer-Betke test.6 Therefore, using a calibration based on fetal blood 

to estimate hematocrit may introduce inaccuracies following repeated transfusions.  

In order to assess the impact of variations in relative proportions of adult and fetal hemoglobin 

on the accuracy of fetal MRI-estimated hematocrit measurements, we first compared the 

relationship between T1 and hematocrit using calibrations based on in vitro analyses of the 

magnetic properties of fetal and adult blood. As expected, we found a significant difference in 

the intercept but not the slope of the T1 and hematocrit relationship when using a fetal versus an 

adult calibration (p< 0.001, Figure 19a). Hemoglobin electrophoresis results showed that in our 

patients, the mean proportion of fetal hemoglobin decreased from 86% before any transfusion to 

3.9% after the second transfusion (Figure 19b). However, we were reassured to find that despite 

the changes in hemoglobin composition, the use of a fetal- or adult-derived calibration did not 

result in a statistically significant difference (average difference of 6% and 7% respectively) in 

the accuracy of MRI-estimated hematocrit measurements, regardless of the number of 

transfusions received (Figure 19c), supporting the use of a calibration based on fetal blood, even 

after two blood transfusions.  
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a) T1 plotted against MRI hematocrit using either fetal (black) or adult (red) calibration. p values 

of the differences between the slopes and intercepts are shown. b) Proportion of fetal (HbF, 

black) or adult (HbA, red) hemoglobin depending on the number of transfusions received. 

Number of data points are shown on the top of the bars. c) Difference between MRI and 

laboratory hematocrit depending on the number of transfusions received were calculated by 

either using fetal (black) or adult (red) calibration for MRI measurement. Mean and standard 

deviation (if applicable) are shown. 

Figure 19. Investigation of diagnostic impact of using fetal versus adult calibration for 

hematocrit from MRI relaxometry. 
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5.2 Comparisons with Previous Studies  
In a meta-analysis, the overall pooled sensitivity and specificity of MCA-PSV Doppler were 

79% and 73%, respectively.9 However, most of the studies included in this review were 

retrospective. Here, we compare our results with three large prospective multi-center studies on 

the performance of MCA-PSV Doppler for detecting fetal anemia using 1.5 multiples of the 

median as the cut-off (Table 6). The presence of the anemia was determined by fetal blood 

sampling or cord hemoglobin level at birth, using hemoglobin < 0.65 multiples of the median for 

moderate-to-severe anemia3,51 or > 5 SDs17 for severe anemia. Similar to our results, all three 

studies reported high sensitivities and negative predictive values and relatively low positive 

predictive values. However, the specificity of Doppler (71%) in our study was lower than 

previously reported, which may have been due to our inclusion of fetuses with causes of anemia 

other than alloimmune-mediated hemolysis, or the relatively small sample size of our study (as 

discussed in more details in Chapter 5.3 below). Nevertheless, the specificity and positive 

predictive value of MRI (both 93%) were still superior to values reported in previous Doppler 

studies.  

The main advantage of MRI over Doppler is that MRI directly estimates hematocrit to detect 

anemia, since it utilizes the physical properties of blood, while MCA-PSV Doppler measures 

fetal circulatory consequences (i.e. lower viscosity) and adaptations (i.e. increased cardiac 

output) of fetal anemia. Fetal hemodynamic responses to anemia are likely to be variable, at least 

to some extent, and non-linear, while the MRI approach measures hematocrit across the full 

range. Recent studies have been exploring the potentials of combining MCA-PSV Doppler with 

other ultrasound measurements to improve the accuracy of ultrasound measures of fetal anemia, 

such as cardiofemoral index and descending aorta velocity.110,111 However, these measurements, 

similar to MCA-PSV Doppler, are likely to be less reliable compared to the direct estimation of 

hematocrit level using MRI for the same reasons.  

An alternative approach to deciding when to undertake repeat transfusions in anemic fetuses is to 

use an estimated rate of decline of hemoglobin concentration or hematocrit post-IUT in 

combination with the post-IUT hematocrit or hemoglobin level (Table 7). Comparing four 

different formulas (Table 7, Formula A-D) derived from their respective empirical data and the 

MCA-PSV Doppler measurements, the study by Ghesquière et al concluded that the use of such 
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formulas has poor specificity, particularly after the first IUT, and poor positive predictive value 

after the second IUT.112 In addition, the rate of hematocrit decline post-transfusion differs 

significantly depending on the presence of hydrops.109 However, Dodd et al showed that the use 

of an expected decline rate of hemoglobin or hematocrit post-transfusion is comparable to MCA-

PSV Doppler for timing the following transfusions in 71 participants affected by RBC 

alloimmunization.46 Other outcomes examined in the study included the newborn cord blood 

hemoglobin level and neonatal and/or maternal adverse outcome or complications due to 

alloimmunization or procedure. Despite the promising results, this method has only been 

validated in hemolytic fetal anemia, while MRI estimates of hematocrit is equally accurate in the 

setting of other causes of fetal anemia, allowing for broader application. 

MCA-PSV Doppler alone cannot detect polycythemia in the MCDA twins in cases of TAPS.113 

Although the difference between MCA-PSV measures of the cotwins could be a better indicator 

of TAPS, the absolute MCA-PSV values of polycythemic fetuses are not always < 1 multiples of 

the median. In addition, the exact cut-off for MCA-PSV in polycythemia is still debatable.33 The 

identification of polycythemia in these MCDA twin pregnancies is crucial as the transfusion of 

blood to the anemic cotwin could lead to aggravation of the condition and even intrauterine fetal 

death of the polycythemic twin. However, by directly estimating the hematocrit, we have shown 

that MRI could detect the absolute hematocrit level of both twins and the difference in 

hematocrit between the twins, and thus could become a better tool to diagnose inter-fetal blood 

transfusion in MCDA twins.  
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Table 6. Summary of results from studies using Doppler middle cerebral artery peak 

systolic velocity (MCA-PSV) to detect fetal anemia. 

Study GA 
(weeks) 

Hb Reference 
for anemia 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

Negative 
PV (%) 

Positive 
PV (%) 

Mari et al.3 18 – 40 < 0.65 MoM 100 88 100 65 

Zimmerman 
et al.51 

16 – 35 < 0.65 MoM 88 87 98 53 

Oepkes et 
al.17 

17 - 38 > 5 SDs 88 82 89 80 

Cut-off for MCA-PSV Doppler: 1.5 multiples of the median (MoM). Hb, hemoglobin; GA, 
gestational age; PV, predictive value. 
 
 

Table 7. Summary of expected decrease rate of hemoglobin (Hb) or hematocrit (Hct) after 

intrauterine blood transfusions (IUT). 

  Decreased rate between (g/dL/day or %)  

Formula Use Hb or Hct IUT 1 and 2 IUT 2 and 3 Reference 

A Hb 0.3 0.3 Nicolaides et al114 

B Hb 0.4 0.3 Scheier et al8 

C Hb 0.4 0.34 Garabedian et 

al115 

D Hb 0.45 0.35 Friszer et al7 

E Hct 1.2 0.96 Lobato and 

Sonici109 

Table reproduced from Ghesquière et al. 2017.112 
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5.3 Limitations 

5.3.1 Potential Causes of Inaccuracy 

Inaccuracy in fetal hematocrit estimation by MRI could be introduced due to the small size of 

fetal vessels, as discussed in Section 5.1. Although we have shown that MRI is able to estimate 

fetal hematocrit with high accuracy compared to fetal blood sampling, larger differences between 

the two measurements still occur in some cases (maximum difference of 16%). MRI scans in 

fetuses at later gestations or in cases in which the blood vessels are dilated (as in severe anemia) 

are less likely to be affected by this limitation.  

In addition, the selection of the region of interest during post processing could be another source 

of error, especially when the vessel of interest is small. Inclusion of the surrounding tissue would 

result in an underestimation of T1 and thus overestimate hematocrit. The longitudinal relaxation 

of fetal tissues is usually shorter than that of blood (i.e. lower T1).87 This could partially explain 

why some of the MRI estimates of hematocrit were higher than the fetal blood sampling 

measurements. However, in our study, MRI tended to underestimate hematocrit by 3% overall, 

thus this is unlikely to be a major source of error.  

Error also occurs in the process of curve fitting of the individual image signals from T1 and T2 

mapping. The fitting error, or root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) shown on Figure 20, 

indicates how accurate the predicted values from the model are compared to the measured 

values, which is related to the accuracy of the T1 and T2 measurements. Lower RMSD are 

generally signs of better fitting and thus higher accuracy. For the T2 measurements in this study, 

the RMSD ranged from 2.6 - 22.4%, with an average of 9.5%. The average RMSD of T1 

measurements was higher (15%), most of which fell within the range of 6 - 24%. However, the 

RMSD of one T1 measurement was 50.5%.  
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a) T1 recovery curve with RMSD of 17.3% from 14 data points. b) T2 decay curve with RMSD 

of 7.8% from 5 data points. RMSD: root-mean-square-deviation. 

 

5.3.2 Sample Size 

The small sample size is a limitation of this study. This resulted from two factors that were not 

expected at the beginning of the study. Firstly, fetal anemia is a relatively rare condition. Despite 

being one of the most important sites for intrauterine blood transfusion in Canada, the actual 

number of transfusions performed at Mount Sinai Hospital during our study was not as large as 

we initially estimated based on prior years. In addition, some potential patients were missed 

because they required immediate treatment due to massive fetal-maternal hemorrhage or 

bleeding or were admitted outside of regular working hours when no staff was available to 

perform the MRI scan. As suggested by Dodd et al, the involvement of multiple centers in 

studying rare conditions or diseases could greatly shorten the duration of the study while 

maintaining strong statistical power.46 

The availability of our MRI scanner was another factor that hampered the recruitment rate. The 

identification and consent of our potential participants generally occurred after their arrival at 

Mount Sinai Hospital, which was frequently organized on an emergent basis. The MRI 

appointment was thus scheduled after confirmation of the need for transfusion. While we made 

every effort to add these short scans to our MRI schedule at short notice, inevitably, there were 

 

Figure 20. Examples of T1 and T2 curve-fitting. 

a) b) 
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occasions when the scanner was unavailable during the short time window available to undertake 

the study. Collectively, these factors increased the difficulty of coordinating the MRI and blood 

transfusion between the two hospitals. We believe that the installation of a research MRI scanner 

at Mount Sinai Hospital will greatly improve the efficiency of scheduling and thus recruitment 

for future studies.  
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 Conclusions and Future Directions 

6.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we describe our preliminary experience using MRI for estimating fetal hematocrit 

in the second and third trimesters in suspected fetal anemia. We found the technique to be well 

tolerated by patients and easily performed using standard 1.5 Tesla MRI equipment. Our 

analyses indicate that MRI is an excellent non-invasive tool to confidently exclude fetal anemia, 

especially later in the third trimester and following prior fetal blood transfusions, thereby 

overcoming an important limitation of MCA-PSV Doppler examinations in this context. Fetal 

MRI could therefore be a useful adjunct to Doppler ultrasound to help avoid unnecessary fetal 

blood sampling, with its attendant perinatal risks. However, the uptake of this method may be 

hampered by the cost and limited access to MRI. We therefore propose this method could be 

used in combination with MCA Doppler as a way to confirm or exclude anemia when there is 

uncertainty. 

 

6.2 Future Directions 

6.2.1 Applicability of T1 and T2 Mapping Sequences 

Special referral centres that perform fetal blood transfusions usually have MRI scanners supplied 

by various manufacturers. Our current approach has only been validated on one of these 

vendors101, and further technical development work would likely be necessary to allow for this 

approach on MRI systems provided by other vendors. The calculator used for estimating 

hematocrit and oxygen saturation based on relaxometry measurements is available through the 

SickKids website for both adult and fetal calibrations for 1.5T and 3T MR field strengths. In 

addition, if other centers were interested to adopt this approach in future, courses or training on 

the imaging and post-processing techniques would provide the MRI users with necessary 

expertise to analyze and interpret their results.  
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6.2.2 Understanding Hemodynamic Consequences of Fetal Anemia 

Our understanding of the effects of anemia on fetal hemodynamics and metabolism are currently 

largely based on animal studies that employ acute isovolumic exchange transfusion to create an 

anemic model. Wolf et al have developed a model of fetal hemolytic anemia using direct 

intravascular injection of RBC-specific IgG antibodies into fetal sheep.116 This sheep model 

exhibited a reduced fetal hematocrit and increased reticulocytes count, similar to those observed 

in anemic human fetuses. However, important differences exist between human and sheep 

physiology, including significantly lower hematocrit in normal fetal sheep compared with 

humans.117 Direct measurements of fetal hemodynamics and oxygenation in human fetuses could 

therefore be helpful in terms of improving our understanding of the fetal circulatory physiology 

under anemic conditions. Previous work by our group has included the use of T2 mapping and 

vessel blood flow measurements in normal fetuses, growth restricted fetuses, and fetuses with 

congenital heart disease at 1.5T and 3T.84,85 These studies examined the oxygen saturation and 

blood flow in the major fetal vessels, including the main pulmonary artery, ascending and 

descending aorta, superior vena cava, ductus arteriosus and umbilical vein to estimate fetal 

oxygen delivery and consumption, and thus oxygen extraction fraction in these cohorts. While 

our in vitro validation study of T1 and T2 mapping on cord blood was not yet available when 

these studies were conducted, we assumed a normal hematocrit level and used the adult blood 

calibration to relate T2 to oxygen saturation.84–86 With the introduction of T1 mapping and fetal 

calibration, the accuracy of our hemodynamic assessment of fetal anemia and other fetal 

conditions affecting circulatory physiology will become more accurate, allowing for potential 

improvements in our understanding of fetal circulatory adaptations to anemia.  

A number of studies have investigated the influence of IUT on short- and long-term outcomes, 

including neurodevelopment and cardiovascular function. Cardiac MRI using CINE imaging can 

be used to assess cardiac function and circulatory physiology in human neonates and 

children.118,119 These techniques have also been applied successfully in fetal sheep under 

anesthesia.120 However, improved fetal cardiac MRI techniques are under development to 

achieve informative images non-invasively while overcoming the problems associated with fetal 

motion and the lack of cardiac gating.121,122 MRI could therefore be used to examine cardiac 

function in anemic fetal patients before and after IUT to investigate the cardiovascular impact of 

anemia and IUT. Impaired placental and fetal hemodynamics are known to predispose to a risk 
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of subsequent neurodevelopmental impairment.123 The combination of fetal and neonatal 

circulatory and neurodevelopment assessments possible with fetal and neonatal cardiovascular 

and brain MRI could provide us with a clearer understanding of the risks and benefits of 

treatments for patients with fetal anemia. 
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Appendices  
 
Appendix I. Equations of T1 and T2 relaxation. Adapted from Portnoy et al.92  
 
Equation 1:  	

𝑀L(𝑡) = 𝑀> + [𝑀L(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑀>] ∙ 𝑒
PQ RS' 	

 
 
 
 
Equation 2:	

𝑀E4(𝑡) = 𝑀E4(𝑡 = 0) ∙ 𝑒P
Q
RT' 	

 
 
 
Equation 3: 
 	

Hct = 	
𝑅( − 𝑅(,9+:;

𝑅(,234,> − 𝑅(,9+:; + (1 − 𝑆𝑎𝑂2) ∙ 𝑟(		-C*D  
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Appendix II. Intra- and inter-observer validation 
 
Figure S1. Intra-observer agreement of MRI T1 and T2 measurements.  
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Figure S2. Inter-observer agreement of MRI T1 and T2 measurements.  
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Appendix III. Contingency tables of MRI and Doppler measurement. 
 
Table S1. Contingency table based on all MRI pre-transfusion measurements.  
                   Diagnosis                                   
MRI results 

Moderate-to-
severe anemia 

Mild anemia or 
normal 

Total 

Test positive 10 1 11 
Test negative 1 13 14 

Total 11 14 25 
Cut-off for moderate-to-severe anemia: 0.65 multiples of the median. Diagnosis was made based 
on laboratory hematocrit level from fetal blood sampling. 
 
 
Table S2. Contingency table based on all Doppler pre-transfusion measurements.  
                 Diagnosis 
Doppler results 

Moderate-to-severe 
anemia 

Mild anemia or 
normal 

Total 

Test positive 10 4 14 
Test negative 1 10 11 

Total 11 14 25 
Cut-off for moderate-to-severe anemia: 1.5 multiples of the median. Diagnosis was made based 
on laboratory hematocrit level from fetal blood sampling. 
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